Completely New Radio System Starting with SICG Grant?

Yes

Will it be trunked?

Yes

Infraestructure (e.g. Base Stations)

No

My system is ANALOG

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 infrastructure equipment is not required.
System can remain analog. All new infrastructure equipment must support P25 Phase 1, even if deployed as analog. Low band (30-50 MHz) equipment is not required to support P25.

My system is P25 CONVENTIONAL

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 infrastructure equipment is not required.
County can remain P25 Conventional. All new infrastructure equipment must support P25 Phase 1.

My system is P25 TRUNKED PHASE 1

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 infrastructure equipment is not required.
County can remain P25 Trunked Phase 1. All new infrastructure equipment must support P25 Phase 1.

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 infrastructure equipment is required.
System must be P25. All new infrastructure equipment purchased with Round 4 Grant must support P25 Phase 2 as delivered (no further upgrades required). System can be deployed as Phase 1 or Phase 2.

Statewide Interoperable Communications Grant – Analog/P25 Phase 1/P25 Phase 2 Decision Chart

SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (Mobiles, Portables)

Will your Subscriber Equipment, to be purchased with SICG Grant, operate on a trunked radio system (e.g. now, planned or via mutual aid)?

No

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 subscriber equipment is not required.
New Subscriber Equipment must support analog and at least P25 Phase 1 (P25 Phase 2 is suggested, but not required).

Yes

Purchase of P25 Phase 2 subscriber equipment is required.
New Subscriber Equipment must support P25 Phase 2 as delivered (no further upgrades required).

County can remain P25 Conventional.
All new infrastructure equipment must support P25 Phase 1.

County can remain P25 Trunked Phase 1.
All new infrastructure equipment must support P25 Phase 1.